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GPF Capital and
Label Investments
move in on
Spanish citrus
They have acquired two producers which they will merge to create a
new citrus group with sales of �140m
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producers, Valencia-based Fruxeresa and
Murcia’s Natural Fruits, which they plan to
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Planasa itself was acquired by Cinven in
2017 for €400m, while Miura Private Equity

According to sources close to the deal, the
families that founded and run Fruxeresa
and Natural Fruits will stay on as directors
and shareholders, retaining a significant
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announced in October that it had created a
€350m agrifood fund, Frutas, to suppor the
development of its fruit businesses, Frutas
Esther and Citri&Co, and reinforce its
growing presence in Spain’s horticultural
sector.
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